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CHAIRMAN: The meeting is called to order.

Gentlemen, at the end of the meeting yesterday afternoon,

I asked the Chilean delegate if he agreed to withdraw his

amendment, it being understood that he could raise the matter

again after the examination of Articles 13 and. 38, if he still

considered that he was not satisfire. The Chilean Delegate

replied that he desird to have a. littlemore time to think

the matter over, and that he would give us his reply this

morning,. I call upon the Represntativeof Chile.

M. ANGEL FAIVOVICH (Chile) (Interpretation): At

yesterday's debete certain Delegation. suggested somepro-

cedures or possibilities which might enablethe Conference

to decide on the proposal made by the Delegationsof .Chile,

Syria and the Lebanon.

The. Delegate of China has suggesteddeleting from

Article 14 the exceptions which are mentioned there and mentinging

themin the general Chapter onexceptions. The Delegate for

Australia has indicated that Articles 13 and 38 might satisfy

the principles of our proposal. The Delegate for France has

stated that, perhaps, by altering or rendering moreflexible

Article 38, it . mightbe possible to considerour proposal.
Finally, another Delegate - Ibelieve it was the Delegate

Cuba - stated that our amendment did not mention any

regulation and might be the object of a special study.

If it is the wish of the Conference really to consider

our amendment, it might then be convenient to look at it in

conjunction with the exceptions mentioned in Article 14 and

the measure contemplated in Articles 13 and 38, and to have

the study carried out either by a social sub-Committee or

by one of the Working Parties of the Conference.
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M.ANGEL FAIVOVICH (Chile) (Interpretation) (Contd) If thi

proposal which I suggest should be accepted,I would wait with

great pleasure to see the decision made by such special sub-

committee or working party on Articles, 13,14 and 38. which are

closely connected with the problem which interests us. If this

proposal could not be accepted, I would have,much to our regret ,to

maintain our proposal and to ask the Conference to decide upon it.

CHAIRMAN: I call upon the delegate for Brazil.

H.E. A. de V.F. BRAGA (Brazil) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman,

in the course of the discussion, and after the second statement of

the delegate for Chile on the amendment presented by the

delegations of Chile, Syria and the Lebanon, the discussion, it

seems to me, has strayed away from its original objectives. This

is the position of Brazil, which I want to state as clearly as

possible. We have opposed the Chilean.amendment not because we

are against it or unconscious of the necessities connected with

the development of certain industries in certain undeveloped

countries. Of this we are fully conscious and although Brazil

has achieved a certain advance as compared with other South American

countries in th. is field, we are deeply.concious of the necessities

connected with this task but the solution of the development of

industries cannot exclusively be based on preferences and customs

unions. Of course, such measures are a contribution to the

solution of the problem and this is why the case is covered in the

Charter where provisions are made allowing certain countries to

depart from the general rule under the supervision of and after
discussion by, the Organization This is also our point of view.

The question shall be discussed. and when it will come under
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discussion we will make all proposals which may be necessary and

which would go in the interests of all countries developed and

undeveloped. For the time being we shall maintain that Article

14, as, it stands, should remain and the discussion on Article 38

should be postponed until such time as the Conferenc e deems it

fit.

CHAIRMAN: Is there any other delegate wishing to speak?

Mr. WINTHROPBROWN (United States): Mr. Chairman, our

delegation would share the view of the delegatedfor Brazil that it

is flot necessary to charge a Sub-Committee with the study of this

amendment to Article 14.

M. MOUSSA MOBARAK (Lebanon) (Interpretation): As was

pointed out by the Chilean delegate, it is admitted. that a number

of representatives are more or less in favour of a solution which

would be likely to give satisfaction to the delegations of Chile,

Syria and the Lebanon. Some delegates referred. to Article 38,

others referred to other Articles. Before replying to the

question which was asked us by the Chairman, namely whether we

were prepared to keep our amendment, I think it would be necessary

to know exactly how a solution can be found in connection with the

discussion of other Articles. I therefore support the Chilean

proposal, namely that these Articles be referred. to some Sub-

Committee in order that this Sub-Committee should try and find,

in agreement with us, an appropriate solution for the examination

of that problem in full harmony with the Commission. Should

this not be the case, then we would be obliged to maintain our

amendment.
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CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): I would like to draw the

attention of the Chilean Delegate to the following point: I do

not exactly understand the aim of your present proposal, because

if we agree to send your proposal to a Working Party or sub-

committee to study it, this sub-committee or Working Party would

find itself in exactly the same difficulty as the Committee here

is now. In effect, this Committee would try to- find a way of

giving you satisfaction by studying Articles 13, 14, and 38,

but the sub-committee or Working Party will not know the fate

which might be reserved later on for these Articles. Therefore,

if se accept your proposal, I think it would be impossible for

a Working Party to achieve any useful work at present.

The proposal I made to you yesterday - and I think all

Delegates supported it - was to wait for a debate which willtake

place on Articles 13,and 38, and you are always at liberty, of

course, to take up the matter again on that occasion. Then

perhaps a Working Party such as the one you suggested might

usefully be asked to study the question, but I think now that such

a Working Party would serve no useful purpose.

The Delegate of Chile.

M. ANGEL FAIVOVICH (CHILE) (Interpretation): I understand

that this Conference is convened to decide on all and each of the

Articles of the Charter; this is the very aim of the present

Meeting. Thus we see that there is a Working Party at present

studying some of these Articles- 15 to 23 and 37 of the Charter

which are closely connected.

Since such a study is being carried out by this Working

Party, what difficulty could there be in entrusting this Working

Party or another sub-committee with the task of studying Articles
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13 14 and 38, which also are closely connected and deal more or

less with the same problem.

When we presented our amendment to Article 14, it was

precisely because this Article is dealing with exceptions.

We see no reason, therefore, to withdraw this amendment and to

present it again when we discuss other Articles not dealing with

that exception to the Most-Favoured-Nation clause. It is for

these reasons, Mr. Chairman, that I insist on having this and

other Articles referred to the Sub-Committee as suggested.

Mr. E. McCARTHY (Australia). Mr. Chairman there is one

point of view I should like to put and that is that a decision

be made that the Chilean amendment cannot be accepted under

Article 14,and, having made that decision, the view be taken

by this Ccmmittee that in the course of the discussions it has

been apparent that some Delegations think the viewpoint of the

Chilean Delegation might be met in dealing with other Articles.

Therefore a sub-committee should be appointed at once, not to

wait until we reach the other Articles, but be appointed now to

examine in what way the Chilean proposaI, could be met by reference

to the other Articles.

I think if we take the view that we wait until those Articles

come up for discussion, we might reach Article 13, that might be

examined and it then be decided that no action can be taken under

that article, and you go on-to Article 38. But it is just

possible that the Chilean position might be met by an examination

of Articles 13 and 38 together.

Reasons have been given, and I think adequate reasons, why

we cannot accept the proposal under Article 14. My main reason

S - 6 -
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is that Article 13 sets down that if a country in the early

stages of development wants to take protective measures - the

words are "any protective measure" - it has to submit to the

Organisation and it has to submit to their supervision and ultim-

ate decision. It would be quite wrong, therefore, if one

particular form of protection - that of preferences - is not

required to submit to the Organisation but gets a complete

exemption from the supervision which is considered necessary in

the case of all the new developmental projects. So I would

suggest that the view of this Committee should be that after full

examination it is considered that the Chilean proposal cannot

be dealt with under Article 14, but, in view of the discussions

which have taken place and the arguments put forward by the

Chilean Dlegation, it is considered there are other Articles
of

which might admit/their proposal being accepted, either in its

present form or in some modified form. I think therefore a

sub-committee should be appointed at once to examine not only

those Articles which have been mentioned but the other Articles

in the Charter, so that when we come to those Articles there

might be propositions which would be acceptable to the Chilean

Delegation and to the Committee.
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Mr. S.L. HOLMES (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, with most

of -Mr. McCarthy's analysis of the problem I find myselr in

full agreement. The discussion has been valuable, I suggest, in

defining part, at any rate, of the real issuewhich is whether or

not, to met the sort of desire which the Chilean representative has,

we should agree to a general latitude without any submission to the

Organization, or whether the organization, as in other similar cases,

should have the duty of going into the matter and seeing whether

there is full justification for a Member having that latitude and

for being released from some of the general obligations undertaken

by parties to the Cha But, having said that, I mustsay that

I find myself in disagreernnt with the Australian representative as

regards the immediate solution of the difficulty. You have your-

self already pointed out, perhaps in a much better way than I could,

some of these difficulties, but I would like to point out the great

embarrassment in which the Working Party would find itself: it would

be called into being, I understand, to consider how, if atall, the

Chilean and Lebanese-Syrian proposal could be dealt with in connection

with other Articles to which we have not yet arrived. In the

ordinary way one expects a Working Party to be set up matter a general

review of particular Articles or particular Chapters. In this case,

however, we should be setting up a .Working Party in advance to deal

with one possible question whichmighthich might nnise in correction with

iclescertNain rticles Mow, it is surely more thagingn possible,r.lx by

ourof ofPrieenee such Aeralteic3s akens we hishaoleady tt i. . body,

that lea'tions will have ameonedmneconnectionwithnonts to propcc- Wli`

icls 13,37 and most3e8, as, indeed, atheDraftlmei1r article irn 1G

eChar 'urey tho Woring Partye wouifficultyld be in a groat df-'iy
gand much of its work miht be wasted if it tried to consider the

Chieo proposal in connection wichitah these Articles whuc:: still
to receive a eneraJ reaowledgedoinwg, without any knc0 ;at extensive

eor less extensive andments, perhaps not devoted to this particular
point t ai, may be proposed to those Articles. I therefore feel

tha Wthe time ftoe a 'Iking Par-ytChileano consider the thlean proposal
is alter, wxen wae knfow wh; othe gfull t:ka otthat WekincParty mnbe.



-9- E/PC/T/EC/PV.2/8 MR. A. F.VAN DER POST (SouthAfrica):Itisnecessaryforh -.frica): It is a ,CIeAesa ry wOr

ur daiscussioprinciples.ns that we accept certain gener_ broad ptoip1es,

Thossamewtim,weee for tl basis of ouIrdraft Charter. iLte So', 'wo

haainvLondone admitted that in the draft harter _d discussion leor

orand here, so far, there may be speci ases calling f£r

proevisioncouorseor an exception in the draft Charter, providd,of

thadatprinciple.the icotion does not nEgtie your &cnel bro5j. eici

anNow, I have listened to the iscussion of the Chik ad

Labanes eryandeono.eSyrian proposal. Thor propos.3 i a vC>ywQ.

It covers, I think, a xvider range than perhaps they ar% trying to

establish in ahan exception, but th fact ncertholss remains tkot

we hav threae ptarties hoe who consider that they have a c;- Vo

esubmfit foCharter.r the provision f an exception in thEdrat :

Thdayanis mrttz has now blediscussccl ce yesterd?,, ;x

fully discusmakingsed., and it sees to a that we are not n3ery

much progress,e aernid iet would appar that it would be bte i wo

teec(Iould rfu sthis miater to : su(bcoiuttoe vwill ot day

kin, party>, ngparty,thebecause as I unde.rztand h worki, Pk.rty,

working minepthisartyIwould also be tobig . bdy to exaria2. f

we coulcommitteetoexamined have a comparatively sall ad hoc sub-c'6 to :exTe

tlegations,wehis proposal of th ChilEn, Byin and; Leanese deI6e,

heircase.might be able to co to seanX-.tnt t e ae

Persosnsufficientally, a-inclined to thi-xthat there iz efïciCfnt

provnsisiuon in article 8, para,aph 4 on custoras uniol5batthey

are aithMr.McCarthy-pparenty-not of that opinion, and I do agree wi1,,.cCarthy -

ewereit would not serve a vry useful purpose at this eif we vvere

t postpone further consideration until we rcch ArtIC. The

ttee.IUcse could be examined better by ^smlid hoc sub-o-se I

would support Mr. McCarthy's proposal.
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N:Monsier Na;c J (ntrpret tion); :.r Ch ^irlan, I wold.

tatement madea few1.1fullayreei.4ant lwth the stu tf nt uie.d

tedKinngdomgo by the rofiesentotivao tho Unitedc ir4gd

tthe proposal ofisd. obbjctionto the proposa o

ng Article 14,because thttis pposal4, b6cau.se this prosal

, to a fractioning of the world. If we of thc worlA. IfvW

oved bytherepresenttativof Chile andfposettivG of Chile

supportatitves of Lebanon and Syria, ebuzion ana. byriai this would

give ris to zfctioning anof othe Charter zrd cosideration of

a iccemeal. But the Charter is first of all a first of all a

spirit, nd thlis espirit eshou& bcstomressd in oar c-on discussionn

.nc»ich art4 J.

se of adiscussion one of anotherArticle,, or ;riother >

lties arise, the matter could be referredto a ld bte referrc

o to a working party. If, in the course of the tha cou--se of

rticle 38, it, appearsthat a sub-committee should beittXc shoulG be

e the difficultties connected with thisArticle, thenhis .rticle, th

shouldbe set up for that purpose. It would berpose . It w o

cideto set up asub-committee now, since wedo notc no,/, sircu W

r Article38 in its present form is or is not is or is not

for the Chilean the Chileail purpose.

Wilgress. ML. AWil

J.
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Mr. WILGRESS (Canada): I agree with what has just been said

by the Delegate of France, that it is not desirable to take up

parts of the Charter piecemeal, but it is preferable that we

should proceed in a regular order.

I think thereore it would be useful if at this stage I

reminded tne Committee as to the reason why we are considering

this particular Amendment to Article 14 at this time.

The reason is that this course was recommended by the

Tariff Negotiations Working Party and approved by the Chairman

of this Committee. We found a difficulty in connection with the

tariff negotiations, owing to the inability of the Chilean

Delegation to name a base date for the negotiation of preferences.

When we discussed the matter with the Chilean Delegation, they

explained that they could only come to a decision on this matter

after there had been discussion on their Amendment to Article 14

2(c). The Tariff Negotiation Working Party therefore suggested.

and recommended that this particular Amendment be taken up in

advance of the discussion of the other Articles of the Charter.

The Chilean Delegate has referred to the Working Party which

was set up to consider Articles 15 - 23 and Article 37 of the

Charter. This also arose out of a recommendation of the Tariff

Negotiation Working Party because it was considered that it would.

be useful if the text of these Articles was established on the same

basis as the text for the other Articles had. been established in

London.

Now the text of Article 14 was established in London, and

the only point which has arisen was the reservation which had been

made by Chile at New York. WheretheTariffNegotiationWorkingf a.tiauIoi.L Norking

-
1 1

-
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Party found that this reservation and the subsequent Amendment of

the Chilean Delegation was an obstacle to the progress of the

tariff negotiations we recommended. that the Committee consider

this particular Amendment in advance of the other parts of the

Charter.

I therefore think it would be a mistake to go further and.

consider at this stage Articles of the Charter which do not

have a bearing, on the tariff negotiations,such as Articles 13 and

38. I agree with what has been said by the Delegates of the

United Kingdom and France that the proper course is to wait

until we come to these Articles before considering the special

case that has been put forward by the Delegations of Chile and.

Lebanon and Syria, and at this meeting all that is necessary for

us to decide is whether or not the text of Article 14 should be

amended as proposed by the Delegate of Chile and Syria and Lebanon

or whether the text should stand. That would be sufficient so far

as the tariff negotiations are concerned.

CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Chile.
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M. ANGEL FAIVOVICH (Chile) (Interpretation): I believe

that from the remarks made by the Delegates two aspects of

the problem emerge. There is an aspect of substance and an

aspect of procedure. I feel that if we concentrate too much

on the procedural aspect, we may lose sight of the aspect of

substance.

Some Delegations have indicated that even the provisions of

Article 14 seem immovable and constitute a kind of anticipated

decision which has already been pro-arranged; but I do not

think that any Article of the Charter is now in its final form.

We have to approach Article 14 like any other Article. The

discussions in London and New York are only considered as consti-

tuting a basis for discussion, and I think that alteration or

even deletion of any Articles or paragraphs of Articles in the

Charter is always open to us. This is, I think, the question

of substance.

It seems now, from the discussion, that only the exceptions

mentioned in Article 14 could be considered and that it could

not be contemplated either to increase the number of exceptions

or to delete or do away with some of them. Some Delegates have

said that it was important not to complicate or delay the work

of the Commission by creating more ad hoc .sub-Committeesor by

overburdening the Working Parties already in existence. Thus

we seem to break clear from the tradition as regards the respect

due to all the Members of a Conference.

We are confronted by three countries which have proposed

an amendment. Of course, the majority of this Conference may

decide against this amendment, but, in any case, due consideration

should be given to it, and we hope that the Conference will

- 13 -V.
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consider the suggestionwemadefor the constituning of a

special subcommittee to study our amendment in connection

with Articles 13 and 38

The Delegate of France has said, as regardsprocedure,

that by examining, the. Charter piecemeal we risk breaking, the

unity of the Charter. I agree with that, but I must observe

that if the Commission had followed the order of the Charter,

and started by examining it Article by Article, this situation

in Which we now find ourselves would not have arisen, and we

would have arrived at the study of our amendment, in connection

with articlee 14, in its proper order.

I consider, therefore, that it is the duty of the

Conference to solve the problem with due respect to the countries

which presented the amendment. I also note that the Delegates

of Australia and South Africa have spoken in favour of an ad hoc

subcommittee to study Articles 13, 14 and 38, which have a

link with tariff neotiations and may have repercussions on

other Articles of the Charter. I think the Commission must now

definitely decide to solve the Problem and not embark upon a

discussion of procedure.

Mr.E.McCARTHY (Australia): .Mr.. Chairman, the first

point I would like to make clear is that the Australian

Delegation's view is not that the Subcommittee should examine the

the proposals of Chile in relation to AArticles 13, 14 and 38,

but only in respect of Articles other than 14. Our vewisi

that it -is truck that Article 14 has yet to eb examnied; but

for reasons whichw e now,Articlek 14 was examined in relation

to the proposition of t he Chilean Dleegation. Teh viewofmy

eleDgation is that teh Chilean Dlegeation hvae not established

a case for teh introduction of tehirp roposals into Articel 14,
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and that should be decided here and now. Further, that

decision, if adverse to the Chilean Delegation, would, I hope,

mean that they would decide their base date and proceed

immediately with their negotiations. Now, that having been

decided, the question then is whether they have established

a case for consideration under other Articles.
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One view is that we should wait to decidewhetherthat

is so until those Article are reached The otheris that they

have established a case for the f.L.: ofthematerial to

a Sub-Committee so thatwhenthoseArticlesarereached,thisheil thcse iticle<,ar- rea^hed,this

Comitteie willm be in a mmi9position tahave advce froai Sub-Coree.

Thioseisreallythisare the three point. Cr vri i rSeal '1y ti;.is, that the

obejecpropositionsotions t going on with the examixio.o thoir ,proas

We'vein relation t other ri-cles are pauaely tVàe.,T.c li Welvc

discussed the matter or tw days un we I;lviewed, it

uesdaytodiscussextenive2. 1Iwv, there Ji].1 bte i..eet ;-, ne.t Tuez y to diiscusu
Article 13. re we t. Ëalo1erit i1 ard there. iake a

decision as t whether there w1 be æ Viorki:,g ELLarty for Article

13? There bright b otho butic13but t is quize possible in

practice that the solution wibe met, not by Article 13 alone,

but by a combination of nrtioler]3 e.nd 38 andL perhaps others.

I do not want t prejuage and s'r' nother disouoing,
but there is a thin link between Article 13, 2(,), which refers

tivet any protective !,,,ou.re.TovJe eeyc_ is a £retective

uremeasure. The first qust' is whe éI.er a D:ortdctcve mea.;ure

which is brought about by a preferere -s any 1)easure?
That is in 13, 2(c) The.. 38 refers t prefrences being

admitted for neighb countries 4'. s possible

if you get c0ertain criteria laid don you can admt the Chilean

argumeingshints under that, but -these are the that we will

starrt oni adowntot 13w. If we are goi to nar:: t.53 -ewill

still not hileansbe finshed, and I vt te C`ilean lish

a coase ftorn14,Article14review on .es ctherha-r:1' M"½cle 14 ought

t bhene withthepracticaladisposed of, ancwe ought tcsar2t; he: 'it'the practical

henWorking Party that 1l be abl'e zo v:or the v: littee rwtaen we

reach 13 next Tuesday.
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CHAIRMAN: The Delegete ot Cuba.

Mr. J. GUERRA (Cuba) The Cuban Delegation feels that, as

some Delegates have remarked already, we have been discussing this

matter for two days and we do not seem to be making very much

progress. There was a suggestion made by the Delegate, for

Australia that a sub-committee might be set up to consider whether

there is any possibility of meeting the points raised by the

Delegate for Chile in the amendment proposed to Article 14, to

the stage where that point can be met in connection with articles

13 and 38. It would appear now that a decision has to be, made

as to whether or not the amendment should be acccpted under

.Article 14 and in this manner clear the wayfor proceeding with

the tariff negotations As the Canadian Delegatehas said,

the reason why the amendment to Article 14 was brought here was

because of the bearing it has on the tariff negotiations.

On the other hand, the view has been expressed that no sub-

committee should. be set up at all because a question of procedure

is involved and that would be taking up Articles on which we

do not know as yet whether any amendements may be proposed, and

that would make it difficult for those Articles to be considered

by the sub-committee.

I wonder whether it would be possible to find a temporary

solution by setting up a sub-committee to decide on the consideration

of the Chilean amendment in connection with Article 14 and

Articles 13 and 38 together, giving the sub-commrittee a period of,

say, twenty-four hours to report back to the Committee on whether

the Chillean a iArticle14 should be discussed, or

whether the correct way of dealing with the matter would be under

.Articles 13 and. 38,
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My idea is that the Chilean Delegate has stressed the right of

having more consideration given to his amendment under Article 14.

Of course, that consideration has been given for two days, but we

feel that there will be no harm in making the matter to a sub-

committee, in order that the Committee may decide, on the basis

of the report of the sub-committee, that the amendment should

notproceed under Article 14, and that we might find, or attempt to

find, a solution under Articles 13 and 38.

In this way we think that the aim of the proposal made by

the Australian Delegation, of reaching a quick decision on the

matter of Article 14 because of the bearing it has on the tariff

negotiations, may be attained by the report the sub-committee

might give to the Committee after a 24-hours period; and that

sub-committee, or another, would raise the question of how to deal

with the problems which interest the Chilean Delegation under

Articles 13 and 38.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): Gentlemen, we must now close

the discussion; this is the wish of the Chilean Delegate himself.

I shall.therefore put to the vote the following question: Can

the Chilean proposal be accepted or not as an amendment to

Article 14? Will those in favour of the amendment being

accepted in connection with Article 14, please raise their hands.

(No hands wore raised).

.
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(At this point M. Moussa MOBRAK intervened on behalf of

the Syrian Delegation).

(Interpretation): The Syrian Delegate has asked the

Chairman whether it would not be convenient to put to the vote

first the alternative proposal made by the Delegate of Cuba.

The Chairman says he is going to make a new proposal.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): The amendment is therefore

rejected.

I shall now submit to the Committee another proposal, that

made by the Cuban Delegate. If I understand that proposal

correctly, it means that we should appoint an ad hoc committee

to study, within 24 hours, whether there is any possibility of

meeting the proposal made by the representatives of Chile, Syria

and the Lebanon by some other means than Article 14 of the Charter

and that this sub-committee should report to us by tomorrow.
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Mr. J. GUERRA (Cuba) :Mr. Chairman, I want to make a clari-

fication to my proposal. Theway that the Chairman has understood

the proposal, that will be the second part of my propsel: in other

words, it will be equivalent to the proposal made by the Australian

delegate. What we had in mind was that the ad hoc sub-committee

should decide, considering the amendment under Article 14 also, not

only under 13 and 38, and then report to the Committee whether it

should not proceed under Article 14. Once we have that decided on

the basis of the report of the ad hoc sub-committee, then the ques-

tion of finding the solution under Articles 13and 38 will come up.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): The Commission have already

decided on the first point and havedecided that the amendment

cannot be considered in connection withArticle 14. Such being

the case, it does not seem to be possibleto give the sub-cmmittee

the terms of reference mentioned by the delegate of Cuba.

Mr. J. CUERRA (Cuba): Mr. Chirman, I have taken a different

view of the matter. I thought that the vote was taken on the amend-

ment itself, not Article 14. But my amendment covers only a point

of procedure - whether the Commission will reject the possibility of

an amendment to Article 14 rights now, here, or whether we shall wait

twenty-four hours for the report of an ad hoc sub-committee on that

point.

M. ANGELFAIVOVICH (Chile)(Interpretation): I must say that

I am rather surprised to see the Chairman dealing with the matter in

a way which I cannot qualify, by wishing the Commission to make an

immediate decision and to decide that our amendment cannot be con-
sidered in the frameworkof Article 14; and after that accepts the
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proposal and even proposed himselfto appoint a ad hoc sub-committee
to study this question in connection with other Articles. If the

problem is to be solved as Chile, Syria and the Lebanon wishes it
to be solved, we are prepared to accept the Cuban proposal, although
it is not completely satisfactory to us, but atleast it will

enable the Commission to have a delay and be informed by the sub-
committee on the question of whether our amendment can be considered
within the framework of Article 14 or not. I wish to add that
if we have proposed this amendment in connection with Article 14
and not in connection with any other Articleof the Cherter, it is
precisely because Article14 contains some exceptions and in

particular one exception, that relating to the date and contained
in paragraph 2 (c) of Article 14 which is in direct connection with
our proposal.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): May I say to the delegate of
Chile that I should be very sorry if any misunderstanding arose.
We have always entertained excellent relations. If I put the

proposal to the vote it was because I was urged to do so from
various quarters,and also because I must confess I misunderstood
the proposal of Cuba. I am quite willing to show that my purpose
is to take into consideration all the wishes of all the delegates,
and to put now the proposal of Cuba tothe vote in spite ofthe vote
which was taken just now. If I understand the proposal of the
representative of Cuba aright, it aims at first setting up im-
meditlely an ad hoc sub-committee which weuld study whether the
proposal of the delegate of Chile can be met in the framework of
Artilce 14 or whether it is to be met in the framwork of other

Articles. This is its first task. After this, if necessary, the
sub-committee might consider what Articles of the Charter should
be used to meet the preposalof therepresentativeof Chile. This
is, as I understand it, the proposal Cuba, and I would liks to
ask the Commission to decide now on this proposal.
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CaHAIRMAN(Interpretat ion): Will those in favour of the

Cuban proposal raise their hands?

(Show of hands)

The proposal is not carried.

There now remains the proposal made by the Australian delega-

tion. The proposal made by the Australian delegate is to appoint

immediately a Committee which would as rapidly as possible study

the means of meeting the request made by the representatives of

Chile, Syria and lebanon through some other Articles of the Charter,

and more particularly by means of Article 13, paragraph 2(c) and

Article 38. I put thi s to the vote.

Those in favour please raise their hands.

(Show of hands)

Those against the Australian pro-posal?

(Show of hands)

We are now facedwith the unfortunate situation that there

are seven for and seven against, but that also means that all the

delegates have not voted.

MR. E. WYNDHAM-WHITE (Executive Secretary, to the Preparatory

Commissionl: Mr. Chairman, I think that as it is somewhat difficult

from here to determine exactly who is mting and which way, it might

b e useful if we were to take a vote by roll-call round the table in

order to be quite certain of the figures. We shall therefore ask

every delegation whether they are in favour or against the Australian

Proposal.
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( A vote was then taken by roll call. )

Vote in favour:

Vote against:

Abstentions:

Australia, Belgium and Luxemburg,

Norway, the Natherlands, New

Zealand, South Africa.

Brazil, Canada, Chile, China,

Cuba, Lebanon and Syria, United

States, United Kingdom.

Czechoslovakia, France, India.

CHAIRMAN (Interpretation): The result is six for (Australia,

Belgium and Luxemburbg, Uorway, the Netherlends, New Zealand and

South Africa); eight against (Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Cuba,

Lebanon and Syrie., United States, United. Kingdom); and three

abstentions (Czechoslovakia, France and India).

The Australian proposal is therefore rejected, which unfor-

tunately does not solve the difficulty.
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Mr. MOBARK, (Syria ane Lebanon): / I think, Mr. Chairman,

that the intermediate proposal made by the Cuban Delegate would

have been satisfactory for all concerned, without altering

the substance of the problem, if themajority had shown a little
more understanding for our Amendment.

This proposal means we should grant an extra period of

24 hours to make it possible for a Sub-Committee to examine

whether our Amendment can be made within the framework of

Articles 14, 13 and 33, and thus give a solution which would

prove satisfactory for all.

I repeat I am sorry that the majority has not been in a

position to show a little more understanding. However, if it is

possible to reverse the vote ard vote again, I think we should

all be satisfied, and thus have 24 extra hours to settle this

matter to our mutual satisfaction.

CHAIRMAN: (Interpretation): I may answer to the Delegate

of the Lebanon that the vote has just been taken, and I do not

see any possibility that in five minutes any Delegates might

change their mind and another vote on the same matter yield.

different results. But it is the only possibility to find a way

out of it.

Mr. NATHAN (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, we are

faced with a very odd situation. The Australian representative

made a proposal which would have allowed the study ofthe question

as to under what conditions and in connection withwhat Articles,

other than Article 14, could the Chilean proposal be made.

However, the Delegates of Chile and Syria and the Lebanon voted

against this proposal, which was made with a view to permitting the

study of the possibility of meeting their wishes.

.
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Therefore I think that the simplest way out would be to

request the Delegates of Chile, Syria and Lebanon to explain their

votes and perhaps to see their way to associate themselves with

the Australian proposal.

Mr. FAIVOVICH (Chile) (Interpretation): I shall with pleasure

answer the French request.

Our attitude in voting against the Australian proposal was

not in contradiction of the request contained in our Amendment.

We cannot accept that it would be admitted by anticipation

that our proposal cannot be examined as an Amendment to Article 14.

This Conference is now studying the Articles of the Charter, and we

cannot in that case decide that our Amendment cannot be examined

in this framework. That is why we voted against the Australian

proposal.

CHAIRMAN: (Interpretation): The only way out then, Gentlemen,

is to request the Commission to continue its work and to invite the

Delegates of Chile, the Lebanon and Syria to present any proposal

they wish to move in connection with the discussion of Articles

13, 14 and 38, or any other Articles.

As to the setting up of a special Sub-Committee, the Commission

shall decide this matter later, if necessary. Commission A, of

course.

Mr. FAIVOVICH (Chile) (Interpretation): I have not understood

clearly what is the resent situation as a result of your last

proposal.

CHAIRMAN: (Interpretation): The Commission A will continue its

work and consider all the Articles of the Charter. You will be at
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liberty to present your proposals in connection with the

discussion of Articles 13, 38 or any other Article of the

Charter.

Mr. FAIVOVICH (Chile) (Interpretation): May I say, Mr.

Chairman that the question is not quite clear.

The Conference has to decide as to an Amendment of Article 14

So far two votes have taken place. One, on the proposal made by

the Delegation of Cuba, which we accepted, consisted in

examining our proposal of a Sub-Committee, in connection with

Articles 14, 13 and 38. This was rejected.

Another proposal, that of Australia, consisted in examining

our Amendment in connection with Articles 13 and 38, which was

also rejected; but we have not voted yet on the Amendment which

was submitted.
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CHAIRMAN: I am sorry to have to contradict the

Representative of Chile. However, we did vote on the

amendment in connection with Article 14. I was even
reproached with having hurried the matter too much, and with

not having taken a vote first on the proposal made by the

Representative of Cuba, and as far as I can make out, the

Commission has rejected this proposal.

M. ANGEL FAIVOVICH (Chile) (Interpretation): If the

Chair interprets the two previous votes as indicating that

theamendment hasbeenrejected, thisis matter of

interpretation; but I contend no vote rejecting our amendment

has been taken.

CHAIRMAN: There were, in fact, three votes and the first

vote was precisely on the question now raised by the Delegate

of Chile and the amendmentwas rejected in connection with

Article 14.

M. NATHAN (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman it

seems to me that a few moments ago we took a vote on the

question as to whether the Chilean amendment should be

considered in connection with Article 14, and the Commission

has rejected not the Chilean amendment, but the idea that

this amendment should beconsideredwithArticle 14.

M. ANGEL FAIVOVICH (Chile) (Interpretation): After the

explanation even by the Delegate of France, I declare myself

satisfied, and I apologize that I perhaps misunderstood the

previous vote; but I wish to make a formal reservation on

Article 14 as it stands.

M. MOUSSA MOBARAK (Lebanon) (Interpretation): The

Syrian and Lebanon Delegations associate themselves with the

reservation made by the Chilean Representative.
CHAIRMAN: The Meeting is adjourned.

The Meeting adjourned at 12.45 p.m.


